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Abstract. To describe the elastic wave scattering, which reflects the performance of propagation control materials, the approximate directional cloaks of an elastic wave are designed using the zero- and first-order approximation coordinate transformation method. Because the convergence features of fractional Fourier transform (FRFT) are more acute and sensitive to the frequency change than those of short time Fourier transform, the spatial signals in the designed materials are transformed in the FRFT domain. The spatial frequency changes of elastic waves through inhomogeneous materials are quantitatively analyzed under several circumstances. The provided time-frequency analysis method with FRFT can support the design evaluation of the material parameters. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction in any form is allowed only with full attribution to the original publisher and the authors.
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1 Introduction

The coordinate transformation method, proposed for electromagnetic waves controlling and manipulating metamaterials by Leonhardt and Pendry et al., has been extended to elastic waves in recent years. Due to zero- and first-order approximation method itself and the impedance mismatch in the materials, the scattering phenomena, which refers to the frequency changes as waves pass through the media, is caused in the material design of wave propagation control. Generally, the operating mechanism of elastic waves is more complicated and difficult to control than electromagnetic waves. Furthermore, according to the existing control theory of wave propagation, some assumptions about the characteristics of the material, such as the anisotropy of the medium parameters, the continuity in the radial direction, and lossless dielectric are necessary but difficult to implement in practice. It is common that scattering exists in material designs of wave propagation control, including the directional cloak design of elastic waves. To reduce the scattering effects, many methods that simplify the sets of medium parameters or lower the complexity of the parameters are utilized. However, as a precondition, these scattering phenomena should be described adequately and grasped accurately, which, especially on the material boundary, only relies on macroscopic observation of the time domain waveform for qualitative conclusions without quantitative analysis.

In analyzing the dynamic behavior and characteristics of the elastic media, the complexity and computational burden can be reduced by the models of homogeneous materials, which are inhomogeneous in practice. The deformation mechanisms of waves are complex in media, often elastic, plastic, nonlinear, and anisotropic. Meanwhile, the resulting models, based on material composition, structure, temperature, stress paths, history, and so on, are generally applied under strict conditions.

Since scattering phenomena lead to spatial frequency changes, the fractional Fourier transform (FRFT) is a mathematically suitable tool to analyze scattering phenomena in both time and frequency domains and even in more complex scenarios of the propagation medium. Based on the FRFT analysis of scattering phenomena, we established the correspondence between the maximum matching order of transformation and the scattering, and provided the basis for assessing the material design of elastic wave propagation control.

2 Directional Cloak Design of Elastic Waves

It is complex and difficult to give a completely accurate description of the elastic waves’ control under normal conditions. But in some applications, the first-order approximate equations are sufficient. The governing equations of elastodynamics are

$$\nabla \sigma = -\omega^2 \rho u, \quad \sigma = CVu, \quad (1)$$

where $\sigma$ is the second-order stress tensor in a certain direction, $\omega$ is the frequency, $\rho$ is the density, $u$ is the displacement vector, and $C$ is the fourth-order elasticity tensor. Removing the tensor item and then obtaining Navier’s equation about the displacement of elastic wave control

$$\nabla_i (C_{ijkl} \nabla_k u_l) = -\omega^2 \rho u_i. \quad (2)$$

Its first-order approximation is written as (without summation)

$$\sigma_{ij} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial \sigma_{ij}}{\partial x_i} dx_i = \sigma_{ji} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial \sigma_{ji}}{\partial x_j} dx_j, \quad i, j = 1, 2, 3, \quad i \neq j. \quad (3)$$

where $dx_i$ is the size of an element. As Eq. (3) is difficult to solve, it can be simplified to

$$\sigma_{ij} = \sigma_{ji}. \quad (4)$$

by zero-order approximation with symmetric elasticity tensor.

In fact, Eq. (4) is proper only for high-frequency waves or slowly varying materials. That is, this approximation method can be used to design corresponding materials, which also results in scattering phenomena. The coordinate transformation method to design elastic wave propagation control.
devices is shown in Refs. 15 and 16. We provide the design method of linear change materials as follows.
To ensure the materials change linearly in the design, we use an undetermined coefficients method to solve the transformation relationship, which is expressed as

$$a = ax + b.$$  \hfill (5)

When the materials change from 1 to \( N \) multiples of transformations, e.g., \( N = 2 \), the equation

\[
\begin{aligned}
-2.5x + b &= 1 \\
2.5x + b &= 2
\end{aligned}
\]

(6)

can be obtained.

The factor of change materials can then be obtained by solving this equation. The material parameters of elastic waves vary in accordance with the above equations, and then the corresponding linear change materials can be obtained by the transformation method.

In linear change materials, the spatial frequency of an elastic wave also varies linearly as it passes through the medium. The simulation results about the signal propagation with linear change media are shown in Fig. 1, where the constant scaling factor \( \lambda = 3 \) and the background media is structural steel with material parameters \( E = 200 \text{ GPa}, \nu = 0.33, \) and \( \rho = 7850 \text{ kg/m}^3 \). The obstacle has material parameters \( E_{\text{obs}} = 10E, \rho_{\text{obs}} = \rho/10, \) and \( v_{\text{obs}} = \nu \).

### 3 Analysis of Fractional Fourier Transform and Its Scattering Effects on Directional Cloaks

#### 3.1 Fractional Fourier Transform

The scattering effect leads to the change of signal spatial frequency in dielectric materials, i.e., instantaneous frequency changes as the space varies. To analyze the nonstationary signal spatial frequency change, we use the FRFT method, a signal analysis tool with better convergence that is more focused on energy than the Fourier transform. The FRFT of a signal is defined by

\[
X_p(u) = \{F_p[x(t)](u) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x(t) \cdot K_p(t, u) dt \},
\]

(7)

where \( \alpha = p\pi/2 \) is the rotation angle, \( p \) is the fractional order of transformation, and

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha &\neq n\pi \\
\alpha &= 2n\pi \\
\alpha &= (2n + 1)\pi
\end{align*}
\]

(8)

respectively. As can be seen from the figures, FRFT has better focused features and a better estimation performance than STFT.

#### 3.3 Fractional Fourier Analysis and Results

To transform the above spatial domain waveforms into the fractional Fourier domain, substitute the signals acquired from the materials into Eq. (7), and then get the spatial frequency diagram, as shown in Fig. 3. The fractional order change in the transformation is a search process to find the greatest undulation in frequency. We use a method, the so-called “first-rough and after-accurate scale,” to improve the frequency accuracy: first, scan the whole rotation angle range to find the rough maximum in the transform domain with a big fractional order step, then search the accurate maximum near the rough maximum with a small fractional order step.

Figure 3(d) shows the signal waveform of the elastic wave propagation in the middle of the linear change materials. In the scenario of linear design changes of 1 to 2 times and
Fig. 3 Analysis of scattering effects on directional cloaks. Horizontal: (a) without obstacles, (b) with obstacles but without cloaks, and (c) with both obstacles and cloaks. Vertical: (d) waveforms of intermediate position in the designed inhomogeneous materials; (e) 3-D diagrams of FRFT signals in (d) column, where x-label is the transformation angle, y-label is the original signal, and z-label is the FRFT result; and (f) matching order of FRFT results.
without obstacles, the spatial frequency of the elastic wave in the middle of materials changed linearly.

It is found from the waveforms in the middle of linear change elastic materials that the waveform is changed linearly. The frequency modulation rate is changed from 37.2 Hz/s [the basic waveform without obstacles as shown in Figs. 3(d)–3(a)] to 3.1 Hz/s [with the obstacle in the materials as shown in Figs. 3(d)–3(b)], and is improved to 58.2 Hz/s with the designed obstacle and cloak [Figs. 3(d)–3(c)]. The signal modulation frequency rate is greatly changed when there is no cloak. And when the cloak design is added, the signal is improved and is closer to the original signal.

The three-dimensional (3-D) diagram of above signals FRFT is shown in Fig. 3(e). When there are no obstacles in the medium, the waveform is a linear frequency modulated signal. When there is an obstacle, the frequency modulation rate is changed. But after adding the cloak, it is better compared with the design without cloaks.

Three cases of FRFT results with matching order are shown in Fig. 3(f). This figure shows that it is smooth in the spatial FRFT domain in the absence of obstacles [Figs. 3(f)–3(a)], and new frequency components are increased in the case of with obstacles [Figs. 3(f)–3(b)]. Nevertheless, the increased parts become focused with both obstacle and cloak scenarios [Figs. 3(f)–3(c)].

From the above results, whether in spatial domain diagrams or in FRFT transform domain diagrams, it can be seen that the signals are significantly improved after the cloak is added.

4 Conclusion

Based on the method of the continuum theory, an elastic wave approximation cloak can be designed to improve the signals interrupted by obstacles. But scattering phenomena occur in the propagation process. FRFT is a suitable tool used in the signal processing with scattering variable parameters. FRFT clearly plays a very important role in the variable parameters signal processing, as it can not only analyze the change of signals and evaluate the design of material parameters, but also quantitatively illustrate the results of the transformation, thus providing support for the evaluation of the design methods. This paper studies the design of a simple device and the theoretical analysis using the zero- and first-order approximation method. In practical applications, it is required to further consider the impact of material factors, such as the size and shape effects on the scattering.
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